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“Chronos”: the instrumental emotions by Andrea Carri

“Time flies, time flies away… But what is time? Time flies… But something can make us eternal…
after a harvest, another one comes”, these words has the pianist and composer Andrea Carri
(born in 1990) chosen, to introduce his fourth record work with the title "Chronos". It will see
the light on 15 th September with the Label Psychonavigation Records.
The project, funded by a fundraising campaign on Music Raiser, manages to be immediately
impactful thanks to the beautiful and imaginative cover, designed by Anna Maria Pia Pettolino:
hourglasses suspended in time, alternating with a big alarm clock, from which the numbers fade
away in a suspended space. Space in which people in the twilight help to be abducted to magical
phenomenons, while others walk along a path made of piano keys, on which they will find Andrea,
ready to take them by the hand and to guide them through his world that is made of notes, since he
was only 6 year old.
11 are the of "Chronos" produced seeds of life, a suitable instrumental album for a mystical
contemplation of our life and an informal opening to the future. The album is divided into three
phases: past, present and future, in each time interval adds Andrea Carri intimate and personal
pieces one marked by the greatest instrumental development and of a moderate use of electronics.
To inaugurate "Chronos" is the "Past (past)": small Chimes and synths in a row to open as typical
scenario of a film music. "Oggetti dimenticati" (forgotten items) is the directly following piece, the
notes of the song chasing each other gently, burrowing and tracking, affection, dormant thoughts,
desires, filed by the routine.
Lithe and slight is “La via delle 7 torri” (The Way of the 7 towers), a enigmatic composition and
full of nuances, perfect for introducing the infinite spaces offered by "Present", the song is
composed and arranged by Andrea Carri together with Frank Perry (lap steel, soundscapes, visions).
Metallic synths and scary vibrations draw an inescapable confines of a gray and disturbing
landscape. Quite different is the sound of “Le parole che non ti ho mai detto”(The words that I
never said to you), one of the most experimental tracks by Andrea Carri.

The sentimental opening of the album continues in "Points of view", a composition crossed by a
mood of melancholy and contradictory, as if it wants to reflect the whims of a tormented soul. The
synth and the pad of Francesco Mantovani enrich the tune of "Future" with a metallic ticking. The
clock is ticking, and as you get closer to the end of the disc, the sound becomes more honeyed and
reassuring, as it is the case in "Foglio bianco" (White Paper) and "Music is eternity", in which the
cello of Emmanuel Milani establishes a prolific fusion of intent.
An obsessive cyclical rhythm to the central core of "Dopo un raccolto ne viene un altro" (After a
harvest, another one comes), the final piece of "Chronos", in which Carri, Milani, Carla Chiussi
and Roberto Porpora let coalesce the sum of sounds like never before. The function of the
composition is to seal carefully a shrine of emotions, which, though contradictory, are able to make
efficient and effective manner in the most intimate essence of our fragile mind.
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